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Abstract
In this paper, we try to systematically study how to perform doctor recommendation in medical social networks (MSNs). Specifically, employing a real-world medical dataset as the source in our work, we propose iBole, a novel
hybrid multi-layer architecture, to solve this problem. First, we mine doctor-patient relationships/ties via a time-constraint
probability factor graph model (TPFG). Second, we extract network features for ranking nodes. Finally, we propose RWRModel, a doctor recommendation model via the random walk with restart method. Our real-world experiments validate the
effectiveness of the proposed methods. Experimental results show that we obtain good accuracy in mining doctor-patient
relationships from the network, and the doctor recommendation performance is better than that of the baseline algorithms:
traditional Ranking SVM (RSVM) and the individual doctor recommendation model (IDR-Model). The results of our
RWR-Model are more reasonable and satisfactory than those of the baseline approaches.
Keywords
doctor recommendation architecture, random walk with restart, doctor-patient tie mining, time-constraint
probability factor graph model, medical social network

1

Introduction

As the economy develops, people pay more and more
attention to the condition of their health. However, due
to limited medical resources, most patients have difficulty in finding appropriate doctors to diagnose their
issues. Medical social networks (MSNs) play an increasingly important role in people’s health care. How
to mine and analyze an MSN is a hot research issue
that has recently attracted much attention in both industry and research communities. There have been a
few studies on social recommendations. However, they
almost completely ignore the insufficiency of real medical information and the heterogeneity and diversity of
the social relationship. To the best of our knowledge,

the whole architecture of doctor recommendations on
MSNs has not been explored yet.
In this paper, we try to systematically investigate
how to perform doctor recommendation in MSNs. However, as an emerging research topic, several challenges
exist in this study.
• The first is how to mine doctor-patient relationships from a real-world medical dataset and extract network features for ranking nodes.
• The second is how to perform doctor recommendation according to network features since traditional information retrieval models, such as the Boolean
model[1] and the Vector Space model[2] , are limited to
computing similarity degree between query keywords
and destination doctors.
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• The last is how to evaluate the recommendation
precision of our method because it is hard to obtain
solid results via traditional methods involving subjective processes.
To address these challenges, we undertake the investigation of the doctor recommendation problem with
the following approach.
• We propose a method based on a time-constraint
probability factor graph model (TPFG)[3] to mine
doctor-patient relationships.
• We define and formalize four network features considering doctor recommendation requirements and compute them for ranking nodes.
• We present a novel hybrid multi-layer architecture
(namely iBole). In iBole, we propose a doctor recommendation model (namely RWR-Model) via the random walk with restart method (RWR)[4] , and evaluate
the recommendation precision according to an information retrieval index.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 gives an
overview of our architecture, iBole, and shows how it
mines doctor-patient ties via TPFG, extracts network
features for ranking nodes, and makes doctor recommendations via RWR. Section 4 describes experimental
details and validations of our results, and Section 5 offers concluding remarks.
2

Related Work

Some traditional information retrieval/recommendation models, e.g., the Boolean model[1] and the Vector Space model[2] , compute the similarity between
query keywords and destination doctors. They consider similarities between query keywords and individual doctors, but ignore relationships between doctors and patients in social networks[5] . Other relevant methods include the low-rank matrix factorization model[6] , the content-based method[7] , collaborative filtering[8] , and a model-based approach[6]. To handle very large datasets, Salakhutdinov et al.[9] presented
a class of two-layer undirected graphical models, called
Restricted Boltzmann Machines. Shen and Jin[8] developed a joint personal and social latent factor (PSLF)
model for online social network recommendation. However, our paper focuses on data mining in real healthcare data rather than in traditional online social networks. Gong and Sun[10] proposed IDR-Model, an individual doctor recommendation model via a weighted
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average method. Both the application background and
the operating principle of IDR-Model are different from
those of this paper.
A closely related research topic is expertise search,
such as expertise search based on candidate vote by
Macdonald and Ounis[5] , expertise mining from social
networks by Tang et al.[11-12] , and transfer learning
from expertise search to Bole search by Yang et al.[11]
The most basic method to solve the expert matching problem is bipartite graph matching. After obtaining a fully connected weighted bipartite graph,
it solves the problem using the classical Hungarian
algorithm[13] . More advanced methods include: 1) obtaining keywords by searching on the Internet and then
making matches, 2) calculating relevance in order to
make matches using the LSI (latent semantic indexing)
method[14-15] , 3) obtaining an assignment scheme using linear programming[16], and 4) making assignments
using the minimum-cost network flow method[17] .
Random walk plays an important role in many
fields. Tang et al.[18] performed a method based on
random walk with restart on topic-augmented graphs
to calculate relatedness between users. Also, random walk has gained a lot of interest in academic
search/recommendation fields[19-20] .
Our paper is
mainly inspired by recent researches on graph-based
learning[19] and semi-supervised learning[21] . Feng and
Wang[21] performed random walk with restart for personalized tag recommendation, incorporating heterogeneous information in social tagging systems.
Most recent research focuses on computing the authority degree of objects in the network, and ranking
those objects on that basis[11] . The limitations of these
methods are: 1) it is difficult to set parameters by users
in traditional ranking models (Boolean model, probabilistic model, etc.), and it is hard to detect and avoid
model over-fitting and to integrate multiple models; 2)
as the evaluation of the authority degree of doctors may
be subjective, authority degree scores in the testing
data may be biased, making it hard to give a “fair”
ranking result. In contrast, our proposed method is
more reasonable and effective because we compute the
success rate of finding the most appropriate doctor according to both social relationships and network features. In this paper, we design a novel hybrid and
multi-layer architecture of doctor recommendation instead of a single model of doctor recommendation. To
the best of our knowledge, research about the whole architecture of doctor recommendation in MSNs has not
been explored yet.
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3

Architecture of iBole

3.1

Problem Statement

The definition of the problem is given below. We
are studying the problem of doctor recommendation
for patients. The input to the problem includes query
keywords w1 , w2 , · · · , wm and a time-correlated cooperation relationship network G = (V, E), where
V = V p ∪ V a is the node set and E is the edge
set. V p = {p1 , p2 , ..., pnp } denotes the set of disease
cases, the diagnosis time of pi is expressed by ti , and
V a = {a1 , a2 , ..., ana } stands for the set of all participants during the treatment. The output is a list of
candidate doctors for a patient with disease pi . Here,
query keywords would be those phrases that reflect the
needs and characteristics of patients, such as disease
type, income level, round-trip distance, and so on. Notations are summarized in Table 1.

we define and extract four features from the network:
DomainRel, M-index, Activity, and Uptrend. At last,
we make a doctor recommendation using the proposed
RWR-Model. In addition, the data source layer comprises a real disease case dataset with 2 064 pieces of
pulse data and 1 330 valid questionnaires from patients.
The feedback information includes attitude toward patients, price rationality, diagnosis efficiency, medical
technical level, and curative effect. The information
is used to compute the satisfaction degree of a patient
with regard to his/her doctor.

Input: Query

Proposed
Recommendation
Model

Doctor List with
Recommendation
Ranking Scores

Features Extraction for Ranking Nodes

Doctor-Patient Relationships/Ties
Optimization (Option)

Table 1. Definition of Variables
Symbol
G
V
E
Vp
Va
sti
edi
r(u)
w1 , w2 , · · · , wm

Description
Time-correlated cooperation tie network
Node set
Edge set
Set of disease cases
Set of all participants during treatment
Starting time of diagnosis
End time of diagnosis
Ranking score of node u
Query keywords

Doctor-Patient Relationships/
Ties Mining

Data Sources Real Medical Dataset

Overview of iBole

Fig.1 shows our hybrid multi-layer architecture for
doctor recommendation. It includes the following layers from bottom to top. 1) The first layer is the data
source layer, which can also be called the medical social
network layer. It is a real disease information dataset
including a lot of valid questionnaires from patients. 2)
In the second layer, doctor-patient relationships will be
mined, and the mining accuracy shall be improved using an optimization procedure, if necessary. 3) In the
third layer, four essential features are extracted from
the mined relationships, which will be later used for
ranking nodes in medical social networks. 4) In the
last layer, the proposed recommendation model is performed to obtain a recommendation ranking score to
help a patient find the most appropriate doctor.
In this paper, according to iBole, we first mine
doctor-patient ties via TPFG, but do not optimize the
mined relationships because the dataset is small. Then

Questionnaire
Dataset

Fig.1. iBole: a hybrid multi-layer architecture for doctor recommendations.

3.3
3.2

User
Feedback

Mining Doctor-Patient Ties via TPFG

Doctor-patient relationship mining is the basis of
accurate doctor recommendations. The task can be
formalized as: input a time-correlated cooperation relation network and output a directed acyclic graph. We
apply TPFG to mine doctor-patient relationships. In
this model, for each patient node ai , three variables,
doctor yi , the starting diagnosis time sti , and the end
diagnosis time edi need to be determined. Given a region feature function g(yi , sti , edi ), to reflect all joint
probabilities in the relational graph, we define the joint
probability as the product of all region feature functions, as in (1).
1 Y
P ({yi , sti , edi }ai ∈V a ) =
g(yi , sti , edi ), (1)
Z
a
ai ∈V

where 1/Z indicates the normalization factor of the
joint probability, with two basic assumptions: 1) a patient knows less about the disease than his/her candidate doctor, and 2) a patient ai obtains diagnosis results/information later than his/her doctor. In (1), to
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obtain the most probable values of all unknown factors,
the joint probability needs to be maximized. A large
number of unknown parameters would lead to too-large
solution space. To reduce the time and space cost performed on the TPFG-based method, we design the rules
and corresponding algorithm to filter out those connections that do not stand for doctor-patient cooperation
relationships. Thus, we simplify the joint probability
problem into the following equation: suppose patient
ai and his/her doctor yi are determined, and we can
obtain {sti , edi } = arg max g(yi , sti , edi ). Then sti
sti <edi

and edi can be found.
Before working out this joint probability, we first
compute sti and edi , contained in every possible doctorpatient relationship, and then we can obtain a joint
probability formula with simplified parameters, as in
(2).
P (y1 , y2 , · · · , yna ) =

na
1Y
fi (yi |{yx |x ∈ Yi }),
z i=1

N
X

AoT (Uty−N +i (D)) ×

i=1

w(ty − N + i),

(3)

where Uty−N +i (D) denotes the set of disease cases
cured by doctor D in the i-th year in the last N years,
AoT (·) means the overall rating scores of the medical
effects of cured cases, w(ty − N + i) is the weight value
of the (ty − N + i)-th year, and N indicates the most
recent N years.
4) The feature Uptrend describes the uptrend index
of a doctor’s medical achievements[24] . It is calculated
by both (4) and (5).
(4)
N
P

C(D) =

x∈Yi

(ci × AoT (Uty−N+i(D))) − N c × AoT (U (D))

i=1
N
P

,
(AoT (AoT (Uty−N+i(D)))2 ) − N AoT (U (D))

2

i=1

(5)

(2)

where Yi = {y1 , y2 , · · · , yna } − {yi }. After simplifying (1), we can use a probability factor graph[22]
to solve (2). The factor graph mapped by (2) contains two types of nodes: variable nodes and function
nodes. Variable nodes correspond to hidden variables
{yi }ni a . Each variable node yi links one function node
fi (yi |{yx |x ∈ Yi }), which indicates fi (yi |{yx |x ∈ Yi })
is determined by yi . In addition, the probability factor graph includes one kind of dependence relationship
between variables and functions.
3.4

Activity(D) =

U ptrend(D) = Avg(AoT (U (D))) − C(U (D)) × Avg(ci ),

fi (yi |{yx |x ∈ Yi }) = g(yi , stij , edij )
Y
I(yx 6= i ∨ edij < stxi ),
=I(yx 6= i ∨ edij < stxi )

1, if yx 6= i ∨ edij < stxi ,
=
0, if yx = i ∧ edij > stxi ,

doctor had been used by other doctors at least m times
in no more than m disease cases.
3) The feature Activity is the activity index of the
latest disease cases undertaken by a doctor. It is computed by (3).

Feature Extraction for Ranking Nodes

To rank nodes and build a random walk with restart
model, we design the following four features and extract
them from mined doctor-patient relationships.
1) The feature DomainRel describes the matching
degree between doctors’ diagnosis scopes and the disease types of all patients. It is measured from the doctor’s point of view and computed using ACT model[23] .
2) The feature M-index indicates the influence index
of a doctor in the healthcare community. Specifically,
the M-index value is m if one medical technology of a

where U (D) denotes the set of disease cases cured by
doctor D, Uty−N +i (D) denotes the set of disease cases
cured by doctor D in the i-th year during the past N
years, Avg(·) represents the average value of all parameters, C(D) indicates a fitted curve that is generated by
the least-squares method from all cured cases of doctor
D in the last N years, ci (= N − i) indicates the increment of the number of years from the i-th year to this
year during the last N years, N c indicates the average
value of ci , Uty means the set of all cured cases in this
year, and AoT (·) states the average value of the overall
rating scores in AoT (·).
We select a classic learning ranking method, Ranking SVM (RSVM)[14-15] , as a basic framework for node
sorting. To address the problem, RSVM creates a new
instance (xai − xbi , zi ) for (xai , xbi ), which is an instance
of (yia , yib ) having two different ranking levels in query
keywords. zi satisfies: zi = +1 if yia > yib ; otherwise zi = −1. After building a new training set
Γ′ = {(xai − xbi , zi )}ni=1 , it is feasible to employ classic RSVM to solve a ranking problem. That is, a suboptimization problem needs to be solved, as in (6).
ℓ

min M w =
w

X
1
kwk + C
ξi ,
2
i=1

(6)
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where ξi > 0, i = 1, · · · , ℓ, zi > 1 − ξi , w denotes a
weight vector, ξi indicates the ranking error rate of a
ranking function, C stands for user-defined parameters
of the SVM, every x denotes one instance, (xa , xb ) is
a pair of instances, (xai , xbi ) is the i-th pair of instance,
(x1 , x2 ) is the pair of instances which comprises two
adjacent instances, y indicates the ranking level of every instance, (y a − y b ) states the ranking relationship
between any two instances, and (yia − yib ) refers to the
ranking relationship of the i-th pair of instances. The
ranking relationship is called Z. Z = +1 means the
ranking level of xa is higher than that of xb , and conversely, Z = −1 means the ranking level of xa is lower
than that of xb . Through training the SVM, weight
vectors w, which correspond to all feature values in the
model shown in (6), can be worked out. Their ranking scores are calculated using this model. Further, we
can successfully sort these nodes in our mined medical
social network.
3.5

Doctor Recommendation via RWR

Given every participant node ui , we need to obtain
its neighbors to build a medical social network. Given
(ui , vj ) of every directed edge, we define the transition
probability from ui to vj as in (7).
p (ui , vj ) = log (#ui vj ± r (ui )) ×
log (#vj ui ± r (vj )) ,

(7)

where #ui vj denotes the number of times that doctor
ui checks patient vj during the period of diagnosis and
treatment, and #vj ui is the number of times that patient vj visits doctor ui . r(ui ) and r(vj ) refer to the
ranking scores of nodes ui and vj , respectively. We
can obtain the intimacy transition probability matrix
(ITP-Matrix) according to (7), and use ITP-Matrix as
the probability matrix of ui ’s random walk with restart.
After defining the ITP-Matrix, we can perform the
random walk with restart on the medical social network. Thus, we may compute the ranking score of node
ui according to (8) after running every round random
walk.
RW (ui ) = α × RW (ui ) +
X
β×
vj ∈Ru p(ui , vj ) × RW (vj ), (8)
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performing a random walk, every node will have a ranking value that is its recommendation score.
Considering the over-convergence problem in (8),
we improve it by introducing the divergence factor
C(ui , vj ), shown in (9). Then the new transition probability can be computed by (10).
C(ui , vj ) = |Rui ∩ Rvj |,

(9)

C (ui , vj )
, (10)
C M AX
where pnew (ui , vj ) denotes the optimal transition
probability from ui to vj , and C(ui , vj ) denotes the
number of common neighbors (friends) of any two given
nodes ui and vi . C M AX(= 2 000) is a standardization
constant, λp and γ are weights, and their values are 0.5.
pnew (ui , vj ) = λp p(ui , vj ) + γ ×

4
4.1

Experiments and Evaluations
Dataset

It is very difficult to obtain training and testing
data for studying the topic of doctor recommendation.
But fortunately, we developed PDhms[25] , a wearable
healthcare monitoring system for human pulse diagnosis. This system helped us collect the real-world medical dataset with 2 064 pieces of pulse data in largescale clinic experiments performed at the Institute of
Computing Technology (ICT), Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), in 2009 and 2010, as well as the Hitech
Fair of China in Shenzhen in 2010 and 2011. The
medical dataset involves many kinds of disease data,
doctor information, curing and treatment information,
patient personal information, social relationships (e.g.,
colleague ties), doctor-patient relationships, and patients’ evaluations of their doctors. Thus, we can build
a real-world medical social network. One patient’s personal and diagnostic information from our real medical
dataset is illustrated in Table 2.
In addition, we chose 1 330 valid entries to calculate the satisfaction degree of patients (SDP) from 2 064
questionnaires. The feedback information includes attitude toward patients, price rationality, diagnosis efficiency, medical technical level, curative effect, etc. Table 3 shows an instance of questionnaire information
to illustrate how to quantitatively reflect the SDP of a
doctor.

i

where RW (ui ) denotes the ranking score of node ui ,
RW (vj ) denotes the ranking score of node vj , and Rui
denotes the set of all neighbor nodes of ui on the MSN.
α(= 0.25) and β(= 0.75) are weighted values. After

4.2

Doctor-Patient Tie Mining

We will take the preprocessing problem into consideration if a medical dataset for evaluations is too large.
This procedure is mainly to filter out those connections
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Table 2. Illustration of One Patient’s Personal and Diagnostic Information

Patient No.
Age
Gender
Height
LBT
Sleep Quality
Right Chi
Left Chi
Disease History
Doctor No.
EoD

A73 519
22
Female
164 cm
35.5◦ C
Normal
Deep
Deep
Null
1001
3

Full Name
Birth Place
Position
Weight
RBT
Appetite
Left Guan
Right Guan
FDH
NSDS
AD-CDs

User73
Hunan
Student
49 kg
35.5◦ C
Normal
Float
Deep
Null
219
Level 5

Nationality
CHS
Affiliation
HBP
LBP
Tongue Condition
Urine Condition
Stool Condition
Pulse Condition
Symptoms
Hospital Location

Han
H1,H2
LA73
100 kPa
65 kPa
TC1,TC2
Normal
1/(3-4)
SS
S1, S2
Fuxingmen Avenue

Table 3. An Instance of Questionnaire Information
DN
..
.
1002
1003
1009
1001
1008
1007
1005
1006
..
.

AD
.
0..
09
10
08
07
08
07
10
10
.
0..

MTL
..
.
3
3
3
5
4
5
4
5
..
.

AP
..
.
Good
Good
Good
Bad
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
..
.

PR
.
0..
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
.
0..

DE
..
.
Low
Low
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
..
.

CE
..
.
Medium
Medium
Medium
Poor
Poor
Good
Good
Good
..
.

NSCI
..
.
169
199
142
108
246
113
166
209
..
.

EI
..
.
5
5
5
3
5
Null
5
4
..
.

Note: DN means doctor No., AD means authority of doctors, MTL means medical technical level, AP means the attitude toward
patients, PR means price rationality, DE means diagnosis efficiency, CE means curative effect, NSCI means the number of cured cases,
and EI means evaluation of intimacy.

that do not stand for doctor-patient cooperation relationships, and accordingly reduce the time and space
cost of the TPFG-based method. Constraints of this
procedure are listed below.
1) During the period of treatment/cooperation bet
tween ai and aj , there exists IRij
< 0 in the time series
t
{IRij }t of IR value.
2) During the period of treatment/cooperation between ai and aj , the length of {kulctij }t series does not
change. Here, {kulctij }t is used to measure the cooperation degree between ai and aj , and 06 kulc 6 1.
3) The duration of the treatment/cooperation between ai and aj lasts more than ten days. As we know,
a period of treatment is typically within 10 days.
4) A patient knows the diagnosis results at least one
day later than his/her doctor.
In this experiment, we use a TPFG-based method
to mine doctor-patient relationships. If a pair of patient and doctor complies with the above constraints,
we would create one edge from ai to aj in the doctorpatient cooperation sub-graph H ′ , and then compute
the starting time and the end time between ai and aj .
After building H ′ , we calculate the probability of every
edge in H ′ using TPFG model. We select symbol θ as
the threshold telling whether one doctor-patient rela-

tionship is true or not. The greater the θ value is, the
higher the mining accuracy is, and the lower the recall
rate is. In the experiment, we select θ = 0.8 and extract
totally 1 180 doctor-patient relationships. The mining
accuracy of doctor-patient relationships extracted by
our TPFG-based method is 72.4%.
4.3

Effectiveness of RSVM Algorithm

In the training process for Ranking SVM (RSVM),
we employ an open-source SVM tool, SVMlight[26] .
The model regards users’ answers as a training dataset,
and then generates training data by means of a feature
extraction procedure. After training the model, we obtain the ranking function f = (ω ∗ , y ′ ) where every feature has its own learned weight value. An example is
illustrated in Table 4.

Table 4. Feature Values Given by RSVM
No.
1
2
3
4

Feature
M-index
DomainRel
Activity
Uptrend

Value
−5.012 5
−2.638 2
−1.802 4
−0.674 5
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Table 4 shows that the feature M-index has the
greatest effect on our ranking model for computing the
authority degree of doctors, which indicates a good doctor must be a medical expert. DomainRel = 0 indicates the matching degree between a patient’s disease type and a doctor’s diagnosis scope has no effect on the doctor’s AD-CDs ranking score. When
DomainRel > 0, the bigger the DomainRel value is,
the higher the doctor’s AD-CDs ranking score. Here,
DomainRel = 2.638 2 means that patients tend to give
high scores to those doctors whose diagnosis scopes are
consistent with their disease types. Activity = 1.802 4
(> 1) indicates that patients prefer to visit doctors who
have more medical activities than others. Among these
feature values, the Uptrend value may be negative (e.g.,
−0.674 5), which would mean that a doctor has fewer
medical achievements than before.
To improve ranking speed, the model computes all
features except DomainRel off-line for every doctor,
and stores them in a relational database. The system
will fail to accomplish authority-degree sorting of all
doctors if the database is too large. Hence, as a new
strategy, we first divide the whole database into many
sub-datasets, and then resort them using our ranking
model on these sub-datasets. Compared with sorting the entire dataset, this strategy not only improves
the on-line computation efficiency, but also obtains the
sorting results with a smaller error rate.
4.4

Recommendation Performance

In this evaluation experiment, we adopted four indexes, P @5, P @10, P @15, and MAP, to evaluate the
ranking algorithm for the authority of doctors. P @k
indicates precision rates of the first k results that the
system outputs towards inputted query keywords, and
is defined in (11).
number of disease cases in the first k results
.
k
(11)
MAP denotes an average precision (AP ) corresponding
to query keywords of every disease. Specifically, given a
query keyword, the average precision value will be computed according to the precision of the first k results.
Namely, MAP is the average value of AP in the whole
testing dataset, where AP is described in (12).
P
P @k
k is relevant
AP =
.
(12)
number of relevant disease cases
Our paper utilizes patients’ questionnaire information as a test dataset, and compares RWR-Model’s
P @k =

recommendation precision with that of the baseline algorithms of the traditional RSVM method and IDRModel. The comparative evaluation results are shown
in Fig.2. From this figure, we see that the recommendation precision of our RWR-based approach is better than that of both the RSVM method and IDRModel[10] . Both MAE and RMSE metrics are used to
measure the recommendation quality. From Table 5,
the proposed RWR-based approach outperforms the
other two methods.
0.95
RSVM

IRD-Model

RWR-Model

0.90
0.85
0.80
0.75
0.70
0.65
0.60
P@5

P@10

P@15

MAP

Fig.2. Comparative evaluation results.
Table 5. MAE and RMSE Comparison on
Real-World Medical Dataset
Method

MAE

RMSE

RSVM
IDR-Model
RWR-Model

0.285 34
0.274 25±(0.002 31)
0.226 56±(0.004 73)

0.328 65
0.312 64±(0.003 00)
0.211 74±(0.003 29)

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we tried to systematically investigate the problem of doctor recommendation in medical social networks, and proposed a novel hybrid and
multi-layer architecture (namely iBole) to solve it. In
iBole, we first mined doctor-patient relationships in a
real medical network via a TPFG model. Next, we extracted four features from the network and designed
an algorithm based on RSVM for ranking nodes. Finally, we presented a doctor recommendation model via
the random walk with restart method. Compared with
the baseline methods, RSVM and IDR-Model, our proposed RWR-Model has better recommendation precision. Experimental results show that our proposed recommendation method can help patients find the most
appropriate doctor to diagnose their diseases, and that
it is a practical technology for intelligent medical information service.
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